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3About the Project

Introduction -

The game I’m designing the UI for is based around horror films and specifically slasher films. Though 
the game doesn’t fit the horror genre as it is more of a tactical puzzle game similar to hitman with 
a sandbox element. The game consists of the player navigating a level with one or multiple targets 
to kill. They must do so by generating as much fear as possible whilst still keeping their identity a 
secret. The player has free reign to complete the levels how they please. The game also focuses on 
co-operative gameplay and a unique two killer system where the player can switch between two 
characters to help with their tactics. The switching system would be somewhat like the Lego 
games where the other character is inactive or would blend-in in this instance whilst not selected



4Areas of Focus

Venus has a beautiful name and is the second 
planet from the Sun. It’s terribly hot—even 

hotter than Mercury—and its atmosphere is 
extremely poisonous. It’s the 

second-brightest natural object in the night 
sky after the Moon

Accessibility Obstruction Theme

Areas Of 
Focus

The main things I want to include through 
the UI and options are more accessibility 
options for UI. Through the ability to change 
colour schemes to better fit people with 
colorblindness similar to the method used 
by Blizzard in their game Overwatch™  
(different settings for different kind of 
colour blindness) I would also like the 
ability to allow the player to select from a 
set of icons to customize their experience. 

Overall I want the design, specifically the 
HUD to not obstruct the player’s view and 
ideally leave as much of it open as possible 
for the player to fully see the level and have 
the best tactical advantage.

Although the game isn’t a horror theme and 
genre it is still based around those films. 
There are two main things I aim to focus on 
when creating the theme. The first being 
the tactical aspect of the game similar to 
Hitman™ which uses a smart grid-like 
system to reflect the professionalism of the 
main character. I also want to focus on the 
slasher aspect and the chaos and violence 
the theme would need to replicate.
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8Mood Board

Aesthetics 
Mood board

Hotline Miami 2012

Party Hard 2015

Lakeview Cabin 2015

Super hot 2016



9Party Hard

“Party Hard” Pinokl Games 2015
HUD and aesthetics

Party hard is the main inspiration for the gameplay of 
the game with most of it being similar, playing the role 
of the killer at a party, however it is mixed more with 
hitman where there are specific targets and more of a 
punishment if caught. 

The art style of this game is also the style I’m looking 
towards focusing on a pixel-based art style. I can look 
at this for inspiration such as the locations of key 
information and use of iconography within the level to 
inform the player to their options and paths they can 
take whilst playing the game.



10Hotline Miami

“Hotline Miami” Devolver Digital 2012 
HUD

I’m mainly looking at hotline miami for similar reasons 
to Party Hard, The simplistic art style and minimalist 
design with the HUD, keeping to simple instructions 
and points also including interactions appearing as 
they become available. This can help keep the space 
clear and visible and provide information to the player 
as and when they need it.



11Hotline Miami

“Hotline Miami” Devolver Digital 2012 
Menus

One of my main ideas for the aesthetics of the game 
would be to focus on an 80’s -90’s style with the 
game being based around horror movies of those 
times. Although the game is based around horror 
movies the game itself wouldn’t be horror based as 
the player takes the role of the killer in a: tactical, 
stealth and puzzle based game.

The main reason I look at Hotline miami for inspiration 
for this theme is the general arcade aesthetic of it 
and 80’s Pop art colour scheme using a lot of bright 
colours throughout their games. 



12Hotline Miami

“Hotline Miami” Devolver Digital 2012 
Menus

A key mechanic of the game the UI is for is the score 
system which will require a score screen for the player 
to compare their score with the highest, encouraging 
them to replay the game. I’m looking at the score 
screen from hotline miami as I aim to set the scores 
for each section in a similar way though most likely in 
a more formal way as opposed to the intentionally 
archaic.



13Hitman

I’m looking at Hitman’s score screen as I want to 
create a similar style of the format and layout of it 
using a smart and grid-like layout. However I want to 
also keep a minimalist style similar to hotline miami 
to show the 80s style arcade and film based qualities 
of the game and keep the puzzle and tactical aspect 
through the layout in design.

“Hitman” IO Interactive 2016
Menus and layout
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15Initial Blockout

Splash 
Screen

Character 
Select

Level 
Select

Settings

Continue Skips 
Level Select

Settings Include:
- Audio

- Subtitles
- Subtitle Size
- Volume

- Video Settings
- Brightness
- Window Mode
- Anti Aliasing 

- Controls
- Mouse+Keyboard
- Controller

- Interface
- Option to reset to 

default

Can include a test card as or before the splash 
screen which were used before film and shows to 
help adjust and calibrate camcorders and 
cameras. 

Initial Blockout



16Initial Theme idea

Base around these ideas made 
earlier. I Aim to replace title and 
background images. Though the 

style may remain similar.

I like the idea of having the logo being 
the killer’s mask, present in the 
background as it adds an eerie feel to 
the menus as well as keeps a focus 
whilst keeping the rest minimalistic. I 
want to change the buttons as they 
seem quite simple with the rounded 
corners and simple font which look too 
bland. Over all I could move the buttons 
to the left side and add images to the 
right of the killer or scene(s) from the 
game. Can also include Pillar Box bars 
and a barrel distortion to give the effect 
the game is being viewed on a much 
older monitor and can fit the theme 
more.

original

Example of Distortions
- Barrel Distortion
- Cinematic static 

noise
- Screen (Layer 

Format)



17Inspiration for design

I really like my initial and early design for 
an options menu. The main things I’d 
change to improve this design would be to 
change the font, the black and white 
numbers above the sliders to a pure 
colour. The subtitles check to a small ‘X’ 
inside the box. The languages could be 
replaced with a flag which would then 
change the language the primary speaking 
language of that country I.E spanish flag 
for spanish to make it simpler. I would 
also remove the default button from the 
bottom tab section as it could be seen as 
a tab instead of a reset to default button.



18Inspiration for design

I like the simplicity of this screen and 
would want to keep the same layout 
though add another button giving the 
player the option to replay the level or 
replay with free choice of characters. I 
would also want to include an effect of 
the screen becoming increasingly bloody 
as the player’s score increases showing 
that they worked well.



19Inspiration for design

I would want to change a lot of the pause 
screen. Removing the blood and moving 
the buttons whilst adding an effect to 
simulate static noise as though being a 
video being played. I would also want to 
add symbols reflecting that such as a 
rewind button (To retry the level) a play 
button (To resume the level) and an eject 
button (To exit the level to main menu). I 
want to also ensure the player has a good 
view of the map so that player’s can 
pause the game if they become too 
overwhelmed and can form a strategy 
whilst the game is paused.
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and 
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21Colour Scheme Mood Board

80s

Horror colour palettes

Game Colour Palettes

Colour Scheme Mood Board

I’m looking at these main areas for the 
colour scheme as I want to find what 
works well for a game set around 80s and 
90s slasher films as well as games 
around those times. I also want to look at 
more themes similar to VHS systems as I 
feel that could work well as a continuous 
theme throughout the game.
From the colour palettes in the mood 
board I feel the bright 80s colours 
wouldn’t work well. They were similar to 
the test cards which would again link the 
theme to TV and Film. I could still include 
a test card in the splash screen which 
could work well though the overall colour 
scheme I think would work well is a focus 
on dark colours with a small amount of 
red.



22Colour Scheme research 

Colour Palettes from games

Ideas based on above

The main areas I’m looking at with 
Hitman’s UI is the colour scheme and 
organised layouts which reflect the 
tactical gameplay which the game is 
based around. Through using a 
simple colour scheme it reflects that 
the professionalism of the character 
the player will be controlling.

Hitman Beta 2016



I began looking at horror films and colour 
schemes present in some of their pivotal 
scenes such as Carrie which in this 
instance focuses a lot on red as the main 
character is covered in blood, the closeup 
is offset by the blue in the background 
which is often used in horror films to 
create a tense atmosphere when contrast 
with the other colours.

23Film colour scheme research

Carrie 1976



24Film colour scheme research

The ring uses a less saturated blue colour 
scheme to tint the video being played 
which also reflects a more creepy and 
ghost-like appearance of the villain.

The Ring 2002



25Title Mood Board

Mood Board - 
Titles

“Friday the 13th” 1980 “Halloween” 2018 “Scream” 1996

“Psycho” 1960

“An American Werewolf in 
London 1981

“Sleepaway Camp” 
1983“You’re Next” 2011



26VHS Cover Mood Board

Mood Board - 
VHS Cover

“The company of 
Wolves” 1984

“Alone in the dark” 1982

“Dead Alive” 1992

“Night of the creeps” 1986

“Blood rage” 1987 “Chopping Mall” 1986

“Horror House on Highway 5” 1985

“Slumber Party 
Massacre” 1982

“Microwave Massacre” 
1983

“Savage Weekend” 1980
“Fright Night” 1985

“Claws” 1977



27Font Research

Initial Font 
Ideas

I think that using something 
pixel-based would fit the rest of the 
theme well as the art style for the 
game is around 32 bit similar to “Party 
Hard” and “Hotline Miami” and 
“Lakeview Cabin” of which Party Hard 
and Lakeview Cabin feature a low pixel 
style font to fit the rest of the game.

https://www.dafont.com/pixellari.font?fpp=200&l[]=10&l[]=1 - Pixellari

https://www.dafont.com/perfect-dos-vga-437.font?fpp=200&l[]=10&l[]=1 - Perfect DOS VGA 437

https://www.dafont.com/alkhemikal.font?fpp=200&l[]=10&l[]=1 - Alkhemikal

https://www.dafont.com/vcr-osd-mono.font?text=Game+Interface+Design - VCR OSD Mono 

https://www.dafont.com/pixellari.font?fpp=200&l[]=10&l[]=1
https://www.dafont.com/perfect-dos-vga-437.font?fpp=200&l[]=10&l[]=1
https://www.dafont.com/alkhemikal.font?fpp=200&l[]=10&l[]=1
https://www.dafont.com/vcr-osd-mono.font?text=Game+Interface+Design


28Font Research 

Research - 
Title Font 

https://www.dafont.com/merdeka.font?text=Exit+Stage+Death - Merdeka

https://www.dafont.com/cf-nightmare.font?text=Exit+Stage+Death - CF Nightmare

https://www.dafont.com/shaun-of-the-dead.font?text=Exit+Stage+Death - Shaun of the Dead

https://www.dafont.com/scream.font?text=Exit+Stage+Death - Scream 

https://www.dafont.com/horroroid.font?text=Exit+Stage+Death  - Horroroid

https://www.dafont.com/merdeka.font?text=Exit+Stage+Death
https://www.dafont.com/cf-nightmare.font?text=Exit+Stage+Death
https://www.dafont.com/shaun-of-the-dead.font?text=Exit+Stage+Death
https://www.dafont.com/scream.font?text=Exit+Stage+Death
https://www.dafont.com/horroroid.font?text=Exit+Stage+Death


29Mask Idea Logo and Research

Mask 
Moodboard 
for Mask

- Comedy & Tragedy
- Harlequin Masks

Being set during parties and festivals The 
harlequin masks become relevant. Two killers 
meaning the comedy and tragedy masks can 
work well together. I plan on combining the 
styles using the harlequin masks for more detail 
and the base face and expressions of the others.

As the player(s) control two killers, I want the 
mask and masks to be similar and share a 
theme. The greek masks of Comedy and Tragedy 
can work well as they often come as a pair and 
there is a large amount of imagery related to 
them.



30Mask Idea and Research

This is my first idea and design of the 
Killer’s Mask. This would also be the main 
game logo. I based it more so on the Greek 
Masks than the harlequin style. I also 
wanted to add more colour and gore which 
is why I added the blood spatter to the side 
of the mask. The smiling face can also 
make people feel uneasy with the face 
contrast by the violent actions. They also 
work well as there are two killers in the 
game which the player(s) will play as. The 
combination of the two masks can reflect 
the multiple killers within the game.



31VHS Cover Design

VHS Cover 
Design I chose the name “Exit Stage Death” due to 

the use of the comedy and tragedy masks 
related to greek theatre. The phrase is also 
a relation to stage directions written in 
scripts. I originally intended the title to be 
a reference to the well known stage 
direction in a shakespeare’s play “The 
Winter’s Tale” which is “Exit, Pursued by a 
bear” which proceeded Antigonus’ death.

I wanted to include a weapon which could 
become iconic and associated with the 
game, similar to how other horror films 
feature a specific killing instrument that is 
linked with the film. I eventually decided on 
the hook which has a large amount of the 
cover as it is supposed to be a sharpened 
Vaudeville hook, originally used to open the 
curtains though was eventually used to pull 
people off stage in comedy sketches and 
animated shows. Because how well known 
it is, I feel it could make a great murder 
weapon within the game and design.



32VHS Cover Design

I applied and transformed the covers to fit 
a VHS case and had also applied some 
more colour correction adjusting the edges, 
making areas darker and lowered the 
saturation in some areas to try and show 
the effect of it fading over time 



Blockout 
Compared 
to final 
version



34Comparisons

My original idea for a splash screen was to 
keep it simple and act as a buffer between the 
game and the load up. I initially designed a 
button prompt for the player to move on 
however I later changed it due to time 
limitations to a simple fade in and fade out 
splash screen which also contains a short 
sound clip of a VHS being inserted into a VCR 
to help connect more with the theme.

The splash screen is simple and intended to 
just show the company name and unreal logo. 
I’d have hoped to add more animation to make 
it more interesting but due to limited time and 
resources I couldn’t do too much with the 
splash screen as I’d have hoped.

Splash 
Screen
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Here is a side-by-side of my original design and 
current version. I have made a few alterations 
though the base design remains the same with 
the text on the left hand side where the user 
would look to read the text, with the vhs cover 
being used to fill up more of the space 
effectively. I have mainly changed the size of 
the text to better fit with the theme of the 
game and keep the image within a 1440x1080 
aspect ratio resolution (4x3)

I added a short GIF animation of static and 
also applied a faint noise layer over the top as 
well as adding CRT screen lines along with a 
sheen on it to all enhance the idea the player is 
playing this game on a CRT monitor through 
simulation of those effects.

Main Menu
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The level select menus stayed very similar with 
mostly the alignment and positions changing 
slightly  to fit the smaller screen size and include 
the buttons. I also added a contents screen after 
receiving feedback suggesting a short-cut to get 
to the level instead of cycling through them which 
I feel works well and continues to fit my 
established theme.

Level Select
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The settings menu changed also slightly 
removing the sliding functionality and moving 
the tabs to the left hand side. after 
researching more into VCR options menus, I 
wanted to make something similar. I also had 
included the name of the tab the player is 
currently viewing at the top of the screen to 
ensure the player always knows where they 
are. making it simpler over all.

Settings
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Again I stayed mostly to the original design though 
incorporating a police lineup style of positioning 
and background which also gives the players a 
good way to see how the characters look 
compared with one another as well as being able 
to view their abilities and stats beneath them as 
they highlight each character.

Character 
Select
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I hadn’t originally created a blockout of the HUD 
screens though I wanted to create a neat hud that 
would work viewing the game from a mostly top 
down view and having the health and most player 
information in the upper left hand corner worked 
well in leaving space for the player to view the 
level. I also wanted to only show the core that the 
player would need to keep it simple.

For the pause menu I again looked towards VCRs 
and their screens and from there I took inspiration 
to create more of the aesthetics of this pause 
screen. Mostly the upper half being purely 
aesthetic. the three icons all function similarly to 
the buttons such as the stop being and eject 
button, play being resume and rewind restarting 
the level. giving the players more options.

Pause Screen
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Video of  
Final 
version

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1E2drWdxEcy1yj4o7fAVPYEffBF3sIwdH/preview


Reflection
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Reflection

I feel the asset creation went well and 
really made the theme come together. 
The navigation works well and allows for 
the player to easily get to the desired 
menus without much thought and effort 
ensuring the menus aren’t impeding the 
player. The theme also remains 
consistent throughout keeping the same 
design throughout and similar design in 
other menus such as the pause menus.

For the majority of the project there were no 
complications however as the country went 
into lockdown and I lost access to the 
universities resources, my productivity came 
to a halt. Being unable to work on unreal, 
lacking the equipment necessary, I was 
struggling to make any progress and the 
work I was eventually able to do wasn’t to a 
standard as high as I would’ve liked.

Next time I’d like to spend more time on 
audio and implementation to make more 
varied sound effects. I’d also want to 
ensure I have the resources and equipment 
necessary to work remotely in the event I 
lose the universities resources later. I’d 
also want to add more detail and 
animations to the splash screen as I felt it 
wasn’t as detailed as I’d have hoped.

What went 
well

Difficulties
What I’d do 
next time
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